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Supplementary Methods
Finite-element method for predicting the morphologies of the film-substrate system
The 2D and 3D finite-element models are established to calculate the surface instabilities
that developed on the surface of the uniaxially and biaxially loaded GelMA-tough hydrogel
(film-substrate) structure, respectively. The simulations are implemented by commercial
software package Abaqus (2016) with plane-strain element CPE4RH and 3D stress element
C3D8RH for the uniaxial and biaxial cases, respectively. Both film and substrate are represented
by incompressible neo-Hookean material which has the strain energy density of
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where  is the shear modulus of the material which is measured from experiment, p is the
hydrostatic pressure which is determined by boundary conditions, and i are the principal
stretches, J = 12 3 . While PAAm-alginate hydrogel is viscoelastic, we used the relaxed shear
modulus to predict the surface patterns formed on it.
In the simulation implementation, prior to the substrate stretching, a very small amplitude
sinusoidal imperfection with analytically calculated wavelength is applied to the film surface to
probe any instability in the system. A self-contact interaction (frictionless and “hard contact”) is
applied to the film surface to avoid penetration during creasing and folding deformations.

Additional Materials Used
Type A gelatin (300 bloom, porcine skin) (G2500; Sigma-Aldrich) and methacrylic
anhydride (276685; Sigma-Aldrich) were used for GelMA synthesis. PARAFILM® M (Parafilm;
P7793; Sigma-Aldrich) was used as spacer to make hydrogel film. Sylgard 184
[polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS; Dow Corning) was molded and activated with benzophenone
(B9300; Sigma-Aldrich) for bonding with hydrogel. 1/8” acrylic sheets (8536K134, McmasterCarr) were used for stretching the hydrogel substrate. FEP Optically Clear Tape (23-FEP-2-5, CS
Hyde) was used to prevent GelMA adhesion to cover glass during photocrosslinking. Rhodamine
b (R6626; Sigma-Aldrich) was used for confocal imaging the surface feature. Live/Dead cell
imaging kit (R37601; Life Technologies) was used for cell viability assay. Blue fluorescent
microsphere (F-8837; Life Technologies) was used as visualization the bonding between the film
and the substrate. Rhodamine phalloidin (50646256; Fisher Scientific) was used to stain both
Ishikawa cells and tHESCs while CK 18 Monoclonal Antibody (LDK18) - Alexa Fluor 488 (539815-82; Life Technologies) was used to stain Ishikawa cells specifically. Hoechst 33342
(H3570; Life Technologies) was used to stain cell nuclei. Rat tail collagen (354236; Corning)
and Sulfo-SANPAH (22589; Thermo Fisher) were used to functionalize the surface of toughhydrogel substrate for cell culture. FM™ 1-43 Dye (T35356; Thermo Fisher) was used to detect
cell membrane damage.

Fabrication of folded hydrogel system
To fabricate folded hydrogel, approximately 1 mm thick PAAm-alginate hydrogel sheet
was prepared by pressing pregel solution [12 wt% AAm, 0.012 wt% MBAA, 2mM APS, 2 wt%

alginate, CaSO4 (20 × 10-3M concentration in gel) and TEMED (8.2µl for every 10mL pregel
solution)] between two layers of glass separated by 6 layers of parafilm and cured for 60 min at
50⁰C. The hydrogel sheet was then soaked in 20 wt% AAm, 0.2% Irgacure 2959, 0.012%
MBAA for overnight for robust bonding with PDMS. The surface of PDMS was treated with
10% (wt/vol) benzophenone solution in ethanol for 10 min, washed, and dried with nitrogen.
Thereafter, hydrogel sheet was pressed against two PDMS holders on two sides with a spacing of
1.2 cm and exposed to UV irradiation (365 nm; UVP CL-1000) for 30 min for assembly. The
resultant hydrogel with holders was soaked in DPBS for overnight to remove unreacted chemical
residuals, resulting in an increase thickness to 1.5 mm. An acrylic block made with different
lengths (1.8 cm, 2.4 cm, 3 cm) using an Epilog laser machine were inserted underneath the tough
hydrogel with holders for stretching. GelMA pregel solution (5 or 10 wt% GelMA, 0.7%
Irgacure 2959) was added on the surface and pressed against with glass taped with optically clear
FEP separated with spacer. Single layer of parafilm were used as spacer. After UV irradiation
(Beauties Factory 9W UV lamp) for 5 min, the glass was removed and the tough hydrogel was
removed from the acrylic block so that it would return to its original length to create fold on
GelMA.
For biaxial folding, the tough-hydrogel sheet was bonded to four PDMS holders on four
sides with a spacing of 1.2 cm. After soaked in DPBS for overnight, the tough hydrogel with
holders was stretched by inserting a square acrylic block (1.8 cm in length and width) underneath.
GelMA of thickness of ~100 μm was crosslinked on top of the hydrogel-PDMS. Finally, the
acrylic block was removed to generate the biaxial fold pattern.

Cell Culture
Ishikawa human endometrial adenocarcinoma cells (Sigma-Aldrich) and hTERTimmortalized human endometrial stromal cells (tHESCs) (ATCC) were routinely cultured in a
humidified atmosphere at 37⁰C and 5% CO2 in phenol red-free DMEM/F12 (mixture of
Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium and Ham’s F-12 (Gibco) media) supplemented with 1%
penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco) and 10% v/v dextran/charcoal treated fetal bovine serum
(Atlanta Biologicals). Epithelial cells were split 1 : 6 and stromal cells were split 1 : 3 once they
reached 70–80% confluency, and medium was replaced every 3 days. The cell lines were used
prior to passage 25.

Synthesis of GelMA
GelMA was synthesized as described (1). Briefly, type A gelatin was dissolved at 10%
w/v in a PBS solution at 50ºC under constant stirring. Methacrylic anhydride (MA) was added
slowly until the desired target was reached, and the mixture was allowed to react for an hour
(Final MA vol.% was 20%). The reaction was stopped by diluting the mixture in PBS (fivefold
excess) and then dialyzed for a week against water to remove salts and unreacted MA. The
product, GelMA, was freeze-dried and stored at -20C until further use.

Measurement of the shear moduli of the GelMA-tough hydrogel system
The shear moduli of the GelMA film and tough hydrogel base were measured using
universal machine (2 kN load cell; Zwick/Roell Z2.5). Before testing, the tough-hydrogel was

soaked in DPBS for overnight. The samples were uniaxially stretched at low strain rate
[0.01×original length (mm×s−1)] and the resultant force-displacement information was obtained.
We then calculated the stress-stretch relation and fit the curve with neo-Hookean material
constitutive equation as shown in Supplementary Information Fig. S2.

Culture of stromal and epithelial cells in the folded system
tHESCs suspension (1.6 × 107 per ml in culture medium) was mixed with GelMA pregel
solution (final concentration at 10 wt% GelMA and 0.7% Irgacure 2959) at 1:10 ratio and added
on top of a stretched tough-hydrogel substrate. It was then pressed against with glass taped with
FEP separated with spacer. After UV irradiation for 5 min, the glass was removed and tension
was released to create folded hydrogel with stromal component.
To supplement epithelium into the system, the bilayer hydrogel with tHESCs
encapsulated in stretched state was transferred to culture medium. Ishikawa cell suspension (0.5
× 106 cells per cm2) was pipetted on top of the hydrogel and the hydrogel was let sit for 15 min
for cells to settle on the surface. The co-culture system was cultured at 37⁰C and 5% CO2 with
culture medium replenished every 3 days until a confluent epithelium was formed. Afterwards,
tension was released and folded hydrogel with both stromal and epithelial components were
created.

Confocal microscopy
To visualize the patterned mucosa under confocal microscopy, a few drops of rhodamine
b (1μM) was added onto the folded hydrogel so that it would diffuse into the GelMA layer in a
few minutes. It was then imaged using Leica SP8 upright confocal microscope. Z-stack images at
~17μm per slide thickness were imaged and a 3D reconstruction image was created using the
LAX S 3D visualization software. ImageJ was used to quantify the dimensions of the features
generated based on images collected from 3 independent experiments. To visualize bonding
between the film and substrate, blue fluorescent microspheres in solution form was used to
dissolve GelMA to prepare the pregel solution. They were also mixed with tough-hydrogel
during the preparation of hydrogel at lower densities (~1:10 dilution). The folded GelMA was
formed and z-stack images were taken and 3D reconstruction images were created.

Cell Viability assay
The folded hydrogel with stromal or/and epithelium components was washed in PBS
twice before incubated in the Live/Dead cell imaging solution prepared according to instructions
for 15 min. The folded hydrogel was then imaged using Leica SP8 upright confocal microscope.
Z-stack images at ~5 μm per slide thickness were taken and a 3D reconstruction image was
created using the LAX S 3D visualization software. In the case of co-culture of stromal and
epithelium components, since the fluorescent signal was attenuated in the hydrogel, the
intensities of tHESCs and Ishikawa cells were different. Therefore, two sets of z-stack images
were taken at different gains to visualize two components separately. ImageJ software was used
to integrate the two components into one single 3D reconstruction image. To quantify cell

viability, ImageJ was used to count the number of live and dead cells from images obtained in 3
independent experiments. To quantify average cell compressive strain and orientation of
encapsulated tHESCs, ImageJ was used to obtain the major axis, minor axis and angle of each
cell by fitting an eclipse to it. >150 cells were analyzed from each of the 3 images obtained in 3
independent experiments.

Immunofluorescence staining
Samples were fixed in a 4% paraformaldehyde PHEM buffer (Electron Microscopy
Sciences) for 10 min and permeabilized in 0.1% TritonX-100 in PBS (Sigma-Aldrich) for 10 min.
The samples were then incubated with either CK-18 antibody conjugated with Alexa Fluor 488
and/or rhodamine phalloidin in dark for 1 hr according to instructions provided. Hoechst 33342
was added to label the cell nuclei. The samples were washed in PBS twice before imaged using
the Leica SP8 upright confocal microscope. Z-stack images were acquired following procedures
described above for visualizing the 3D structure.

Examination of cell response to stretching between folded and flat epithelia
Ishikawa cells (0.5 × 106 cells per cm2) were seeded on folded GelMA (λps = 2) attached
to tough-hydrogel or on flat tough-hydrogel hydrogel substrate directly after the surface was
covalently functionalized with rat collagen I using Sulfo-SANPAH (2). After a mostly confluent
epithelium was formed, cells were stained with Hoechst 33342 and FM™ 1-43. FM™ 1-43 is
membrane impermeable and becomes fluorescent when it enters injured cells and binds to the

endomembrane. Nuclei shape and dye entry into the cells was monitored before and after
stretching of the substrate for 100% with Leica SP8 upright confocal microscope.

Statistical Analysis
Data were expressed as average ± standard deviation of the mean (S.D.). Statistical
analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 5. One-way ANOVAs with Tukey post-tests were
performed to determine any significant difference in cell viability of encapsulated tHESCs in
different folded GelMAs.

Supplementary Figures, Figure Captions 1 to 7 and Table 1

Figure S1. Procedures of fabricating uniaxial pattern. PAAm-alginate tough hydrogel is first
bonded to two PDMS holders. Tough-hydrogel is then stretched uniaxially. Parafilm is used as
spacer to control film thickness. After a cell-laden GelMA film is crosslinked via UV irradiation
on the pre-stretched tough-hydrogel, tension is released to apply compressive strain to generate
desired uniaxial pattern.

Figure S2. Material characterization and neo-Hookean fit of (A) 10% GelMA film with
measured shear moduli 16kPa (B) tough gel substrate with measured shear moduli 4kPa and (C)
5% GelMA film with measured shear moduli 1.4kPa. The resultant film-substrate structure from
(A) and (B) has modulus ratio of  f /  s = 4 , and the resultant film-substrate structure from (C)
and (B) has modulus ratio of  f /  s = 1.4 .

Figure S3. 3D confocal reconstruction of rhodamine b labelled GelMA with film-substrate
modulus ratio  f /  s = 1.4 . When the GelMA film is fully released, (A) the surface remains flat
for prescribed substrate pre-stretch of  ps = 1.5 ; (B) crease emerges on the surface for
prescribed substrate pre-stretch of  ps = 2.0 .

Figure S4. Schematic of the measurement of amplitude A, and wavelength ω of the GelMA
morphology. The amplitude A is measured by the peak-valley distance of the neutral axis of the
GelMA film. The wavelength ω is measured by the distance between two adjacent peak/valley.

Figure S5. Viability of encapsulated tHESCs in different folded GelMAs prepared at various
pre-stretch ratios. Statistical analysis reveals no significant difference in values among all cases
(p>0.05).

Figure S6. Schematics on calculation of compressive strain and definition of orientation angle
for a compressed cell.

Figure S7. Ishikawa cells cultured in (A) 2D and (B) stained with CK-18 (green) and Hoechst
(blue). (C) Images of bright field and cell nuclei of Ishikawa cells (stained with Hoechst)
showing cell confluency at day 1, 3 and 5.

Figure S8. (A) Bright field image showing the boundary between GelMA and tough-hydrogel
substrate. (B) 3D reconstruction of z-stack images showing the overlaying of GelMA
(encapsulated with blue fluorescent beads at high density) on top of tough-hydrogel substrate
(encapsulated with blue fluorescent beads at low density).

Supplementary Table 1. A summary of properties of folded mucosa reported in literature
Location of
mucosal
folding
Bronchus

Esophagus

Large intestine
Small intestine
Stomach
Urinary
bladder
Trachea

Species

Shear modulus
(kPa)

Pig
Pig
Mice
Rabbit
Pig

~600
nr
nr
nr
nr

Mucosal
thickness
(µm)
~50-300
~200-350
~70-200
~200-400
nr

Wavelength
(µm)

Morphological
pattern

~600
~600-1000
~200-400
nr
nr

Folds/Ridges
Folds/Ridges
Folds/Ridges
Folds/Ridges
Folds/Ridges

Effective
pre-stretch
in substrate*
nr
nr
nr
nr
~1.5

Rat

~33-3000

~150-200

nr

Ridges

nr

(9-11)

Rat
Chick
Pig
Human
Mouse
Pig
Human

~1.33-3
nr
~2
~0.16
nr
~8
nr

nr
~80-150
~400-700
nr
nr
~1000-3000
nr

nr
~100-200
nr
nr
nr
nr
nr

Ridges
Ridges
Ridges
Folds/Ridges
Doubles/Ridges
Doubles/Ridges
Wrinkles/Folds

nr
~1.5-2.0
nr
nr
nr
nr
nr

(12-16)
(17)
(18, 19)
(20)
(21)
(22, 23)
(24)

Reference
(3, 4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

nr: not reported.
*: the effective pre-stretch in substrate was evaluated by taking the ratio between the length of
the mucosa at the unfolded state (stress-free state) and the length of the substrate with the folded
mucosa on it. The mucosa could be separated from the muscle layer, unfolded, and then
measured for its length at the unfolded state.
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